Polyomino achievement games on 3-dimensional rectangular boards are studied. All except two polyominoes with less than six cells are weak winners. The smallest known paving losers contain six cells. There are finitely many winning polyominoes.
Introduction
Achievement games for polyominoes have been introduced by Frank Harary [9] [10] [11] 15, 16] . They are generalizations of the well-known game Tic-Tac-Toe. In these games the target shape can be some predetermined set of polyominoes. The type of the board can vary as well. It can be a tiling of the plane by triangles [6, 16] or hexagons [5] . The game board can be a Platonic solid [4] or the hyperbolic plane [3] . A comprehensive investigation of these possibilities can be found in [3] . Many more abstract generalizations were studied in [1, 8, [12] [13] [14] . The research of polyomino achievement games on 3-dimensional boards was started in [18] . In this paper we continue this study. A board is a set of cells. An n-dimensional rectangular board is a board whose cells are the translations of an n-dimensional unit hypercube [0, 1] n by vectors of Z n . Informally, an n-dimensional rectangular board is the simple tessellation of the n-dimensional Euclidean space with hypercubes, that is, an infinite n-dimensional chessboard.
An n-dimensional polyomino or an n-polyomino is a finite set of cells of the n-dimensional rectangular board such that both the polyomino and its complement are connected through (n−1)-dimensional faces of the cells. A polyomino is also called an animal. A 2-polyomino is simply called a polyomino and a 3-polyomino is sometimes called a polycube. We only consider polyominoes up to congruence, that is, the location of the polyomino on the board is not important.
In a polyomino achievement game two players alternately mark previously unmarked cells of the board using their own colors. The player who marks a set of cells congruent to a given polyomino wins the game. In a weak achievement game the second player only tries to prevent the first player from achieving the given polyomino. Weak achievement games are also called A-achievement games. In a weak achievement game the first player is called the maker and the second player is called the breaker.
A polyomino is called a (weak) winner if the first player can always win the (weak) achievement game with the given polyomino. Otherwise the polyomino is called a loser. If a polyomino is a winner then it is also a weak winner. A weak loser is also a loser. A polyomino that is a subset of a winning polyomino is also a winner. A polyomino that is a superset of a losing polyomino, is also a loser. So to find all the winning polyominoes it suffices to find the winning polyominoes with maximal size. Such polyominoes are also called elementary winners. A minimal loser polyomino is also called an elementary loser.
A polyomino is called a (weak) economical winner if the first player can (weakly) achieve it using as many marks as the number of cells in the polyomino.
The (weak) handicap number [17, 19] of a polyomino is the number of extra cells the first player need to mark, before the game starts, to win in the (weak) achievement game. Note that a winning polyomino has handicap number 0.
Polycube achievement games were studied in [18] . It only considers polycubes containing up to four cells. In this paper we extend the results of [18] . We show that every polyomino with fewer than five cells is a weak winner. We give winning strategies for all but two polyominoes with five cells. The smallest known losers have six cells. We also show that there are only finitely many winners and we give upper bounds for the number of winners containing a certain amount of cells.
We thank Heiko Harborth and András Pluhár for their help.
Winning strategies
In this section we describe what a winning strategy is in a polyomino weak achievement game. Any good join of deletions of winning situations is winning. To see this, note that no matter how the second player marks a cell of the neighborhood of the join, the first player is always able to achieve one of the original winning situations.
Definition 2.2.
A winning strategy for the first player to achieve the polyomino A is a finite sequence s 0 , . . . , s n of situations such that C s 0 is congruent to A, N s 0 = ∅, C s n is a singleton set and every s i is a good join of situations which are congruent to deletions of situations in the sequence with index less than i. A winning strategy on a finite board requires that C s n ∪ N s n fits into the board.
A winning strategy works on any finite board that is large enough to hold s 0 . The size of the minimal board on which a polyomino is a (weak) winner is called the (weak) board number [18] . A winning strategy gives an upper bound for the board number of the polyomino.
Definition 2.3.
The length of a winning strategy is the number of marks the maker has to make following the strategy to win for certain. The economy number of a winning strategy is the difference of the length of the strategy and the number of cells in the polyomino. The economy number of a polyomino is the minimum of the economy numbers of the winning strategies of the polyomino. The complexity of a winning strategy is the number of situations in the strategy.
Note that an economical winner has economy number 0.
Example 2.4.
The following is a diagram of a winning strategy for the 2-polyomino called Z.
The strategy has complexity 8. This is an improvement over the strategy in [5] which has the same length but complexity 14. We are going to see later that the corresponding strategy on the 3-dimensional board has complexity 5. The solid blocks indicate the marks of the maker. The cells with numbers in them denote unmarked cells. An actual game starts from situation s 7 and ends at situation s 0 . If the breaker marks an unmarked cell with number i in it, then the maker is able to mark an unmarked cell to achieve situation i. The following figure shows all the possible flows of the game following this strategy:
Note that the length of the longest directed path from s 7 to s 0 is one less than the length of the strategy. So the strategy has length 6 and economy number 1.
Polycubes with fewer than five cells
In Appendix A, we include the best known strategy for all but two polyominoes with five cells. Every situation is represented by a 3-dimensional picture and by horizontal slices. The slices are taken from the bottom to the top. Again the solid blocks indicate the marks of the maker. The cells with numbers in them denote unmarked cells. Empty cells are there to show the alignment of the slices.
We have found a winning strategy for all polyominoes with five cells except for P 11 and P 33 . We could not even improve the handicap numbers of the 2-dimensional strategies for these polyominoes.
The following table compares the best strategies on 2-and 3-dimensional boards for flat polyominoes. We include the handicap number h of the polyomino and the economy number e and complexity c of the best known strategy. The 2-dimensional values are based on [5, 17] 
Note that there are several 2-dimensional losers which are 3-dimensional winners. Also note that as expected, the economy number and the complexity of a winning strategy often improves in the 3-dimensional case. Proof. There are seven polyominoes with four cells:
All of these are subsets of the following winning polyominoes with five cells.
We have P 4 , P 5 , P 6 ⊆ P 13 and P 7 , P 10 ⊆ P 14 and P 8 ⊆ P 17 and P 9 ⊆ P 18 . Hence all polyominoes with fewer than five cells are subsets of winning polyominoes and hence also winners.
Losers
The most successful method to show that a polyomino is a loser in the weak achievement game is to pave the board with pairs of cells such that every position of the polyomino on the board contains a full pair. The existence of such a paving allows the breaker to win by marking the pair of the cell marked by the maker at each move. A polyomino is called a paving loser if such tiling exists, otherwise it is called a paving winner [12] . All 2-dimensional polyominoes are known to be winners or losers except for Snaky. Furthermore, all known 2-dimensional losers are paving losers while Snaky is a paving winner [11, 12] .
In the 3-dimensional case paving gives less satisfactory results. As we saw in the previous section, there are two polyominoes with five cells for which we were unable to find a winning strategy. Unfortunately we were not able to find any pavings that prove any of these polyominoes losers. The smallest known paving losers have six cells. They are elementary losers. The following figure shows these polyominoes and the fundamental regions of their pavings:
The dimensions of the fundamental regions are written below the picture of the pairs. To get a paving from a fundamental region with dimensions a × b × c, we fill the board with translations by vectors in the set {(am, bn, cl | m, n, l ∈ Z)}.
We tried to carry out a search for a set of pavings that makes all polyominoes with a large enough size a loser. This method was used for hexagonal polyominoes in [5] . The search was not successful due to a search space larger than that in the hexagonal case but we believe that a state of the art computing cluster could deal with the problem.
The following tables show our partial results. First we created fundamental regions of pavings with a certain size. The first table shows the number of tiles found: We mostly used pavings where the pairs share a face because this seemed to work best. This is due to the fact that the polyominoes are connected through faces. The following figure shows the seven such pavings with size 2 × 2 × 2:
For size 2 × 2 × 2 we also allowed larger separations between the pairs. We found 840 such pavings. For larger fundamental regions this was not practical since there were too many such pavings.
The following table shows the upper bounds for the number of winning polyominoes with a certain size. Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Possible winners 1 1 2 7 23 107 490 2311 10220 42409 162091 In the next section we use a different method to show that there are finitely many winners.
Hypergraph games
In this section we show that there are only finitely many winning polyominoes in the 3-dimensional, rectangular, weak achievement game.
Let H = (V , E) be a hypergraph, that is, E ⊆ 2 V . In a hypergraph positional game (H, p, q), two players alternately mark previously unmarked vertices of H. The first player marks p and the second player marks q vertices per move. A game is called relaxed if the second player has the opportunity to mark at least q cells at least after each p marks of the first player. In an achievement game the player who marks all vertices of an edge of H wins the game. In a weak achievement game the second player only tries to prevent the first player to mark the vertices of an edge. In a weak achievement game the first player is called the maker and the second player is called the breaker.
Beck [2] showed that the breaker wins the weak relaxed achievement game if
This result is a generalization of the p = 1 = q case studied in [7] . A polyomino achievement game is equivalent to a hypergraph game where the vertices of H is the set of cells of the playing board and the edges of H is the set of target polyominoes in all acceptable positions on the board. The result of Beck cannot be used immediately for our purposes since the set of edges in the corresponding hypergraph game is not finite. We need to break the infinite board into finite subboards. This idea originates from [22] . (H, 1, 1 ) be the weak hypergraph achievement game equivalent to the original P achievement game. Let n be the number of cells in the polyomino P and let d be the size of the smallest cube that can contain P. It is clear that d n. We can tile the board with cubes of size d by translating one such cube by the vectors in the set {(md, nd, ld) | m, n, l ∈ Z}. Let us call the union of one such cube and its surrounding 26 cubes a subboard. A subboard is a cube of size 3d. The collection of subboards cover the whole board but the subboards are not disjoint.
Proof. Let
Since every edge of H is contained in at least one of the subboards, the breaker can win by preventing the maker from winning on all of the subboards. For a subboard S let H S be a hypergraph isomorphic to the hypergraph whose vertices are the cells of S and whose edges are those edges of H that lie inside S.
We can create subgames on each H s corresponding to the original game in the following way. Because of the overlap of the subboards, every mark of the maker on the original board makes a mark on 5 3 subboards. We mark this move on all the subgames. A mark of the breaker also appears on 5 3 subboards but it is not necessarily a strong move on all of those subboards. So after each mark of the maker the breaker can concentrate on one of the 5 3 subgames affected by the maker's mark, mark only in the chosen subgame, and ignore the other affected subgames. If the breaker concentrates on the subgame in which her last mark was the earliest, then on every subboard she can respond at least after the maker's 5 3 -th mark. If the breaker can win in each (H S , 5 3 , 1) weak, relaxed subgame then she can prevent the maker from winning on all the subboards, and therefore in the original game as well. Now we can use the result of Beck on each finite subgame. Each edge A of H S has n cells. The number of edges of H S is the number of different positions of P on the subboard S and so |H S | 3! · 2 3 · (3d) 3 . Thus the breaker can win if The proof only used finiteness arguments so it clearly can be modified to work on any finite dimensional, rectangular board and with any finite set of polyominoes as target. The bound for the maximum size for a winner given by the proof is very likely much larger than the actual maximum size. At least this is the case in the 2-dimensional case.
Unsolved problems
We saw that there are only finitely many winning polyominoes on every finite-dimensional rectangular board. We could consider an infinite-dimensional rectangular board. Are there still finitely many winners? Are there any losers at all on the infinite-dimensional board?
Every rectangular board can be embedded into a higher-dimensional rectangular board, and so every polyomino can be considered as a higher-dimensional polyomino. Increasing the dimension of the board makes it easier to achieve a given polyomino. For example the 2-polyomino called Fatty containing four cells in a square is a loser on the 2-dimensional board but is a winner on the 3-dimensional board. Is it true that every polyomino is a winner on a board that has a large enough dimension?
If a 2-polyomino has a strategy with handicap number 1 then this strategy can be extended to get a winning strategy on the 3-dimensional board. We can create three deletions of the last situation of the strategy and join them mutually perpendicularly to get a situation with a single marked cell. For an example see the winning strategy for P 12 where three copies of deletions of s 9 are joined to get s 10 . Can we always reduce the handicap number of a strategy using a similar procedure by playing the game on a board with a larger dimension, even if the handicap number is larger than 1? Appendix A.
